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A Guide to Drawing Superheroes Marvelously! 
Excerpts from How to Draw Comics the Marvel Way by Stan Lee & John Buscema. In this section we’re 

going to cover the very basics. For further exploration of one or multi-point perspective 

foreshortening, drawing heads, creating a sense of action, and other awesome drawing 

techniques, please use the book/full pdf for further help. You might want to print out 

sections for students to use as reference guides as they draw.  

Let’s try it out! We’re going to try drawing some superheroes. Can we learn to draw 

like Jack Kirby or John Buscema? Anyone can draw some sort of circle or square, but 

how do we make it look like the real thing? How can we make it feel as though 

we can just reach out and touch it? Make it seem like it’s not just 

laying there flat on the page? How do we give it length (pretty 

easy), width (not hard), and depth (this can be the tricky one)? In 

other words, how do we give it the proper form? 

One of the main things that can ruin a drawing is the 

appearance of flatness. Too many beginning 

artists and even some old hands tend to 

concentrate on height and width and 

then neglect the important dimension of 

depth—really just another word for 

thickness.  

Whatever you draw should seem to have 

bulk, body, weight, thickness. It should 

seem solid. Every artist has to train 

themselves to think of everything you 

draw as being solid-as having some bulk to 

it. Think all around it—its sides as well as its 

top and bottom.  

And remember, don’t get impatient with the 

basics. It’s easier to do more complicated 

drawings (like Spiderman in action) if you 

know the preliminary stuff.  

Like the fact that most objects can be reduced to some very 

simple shapes, in fact, three simple geometric shapes. A. the Sphere (or ball), B. the Cube (or box), and 

C. the Cylinder (or pipe.) Look carefully and you’ll see that most every drawing is based on one or more 

of these three key shapes.  

 

How to Draw Super Superheroes! 
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The purpose of this is to train you to “think through” any objects you see, especially the objects you 

want to draw. Don’t just see them as they are, but rather see them as made up of any combination of 

our three basic shapes. Sphere, cube, and cylinder may be the most important words you ever learn 

when it comes to drawing.  Once it becomes a habit to think in terms of spheres, cubes, and cylinders 

when you see or draw an object you’ll find your drawings will begin to take the proper shapes and 

forms, which seems to make them come alive.  

So how does this apply to 

human figures? 

Let’s take a look.  
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Let’s Study—the 
Figure! 

Here we go! What we’ve been waiting for. 

We’ve covered some of the basics (of 

course there’s always more to learn 

and practice when it comes to 

drawing) but now on to the 

main course.  

Characters are key when it 

comes to comics. Thus figure 

drawing ranks up there as pretty 

important! Everything is based on 

how we draw the characters: the heroes, 

villains, and of course the never 

ending group of bystanders and 

supporting stars. Superhero comic books 

are the stories of people after all.  

Let’s start with an ‘average Joe,’ like you 

or me. Most average guys are about six-

and-a-half heads tall. But if we look at 

this drawing of superhero Reed Richards 

and count ‘em up, he’s about eight-and-

three-quarters heads tall. Why? If 

we draw a hero, he’s got to look like a 

hero—thus he needs to be of 

‘heroic 

proportions.’ 

Unfortunately, if 

he’s only six-and-a-half heads tall he’s going to look sort of squatty in a 

comic book. Which of course if you want your superhero to be cuddly and 

squatty (like The Thing from Fantastic Four) then that’s totally 

awesome and you can go with a ratio of six heads high.  

Then we have to make the shoulders good and wide, and the 

hips very narrow. In comic books (and somewhat in general) 

males are usually drawn more angular (with sharper edges) than 

females are. A good helpful tip to remember with arms? The 

elbows should fall just a little bit below the waist (the part right 

below where your ribcage ends) and that is true for both men and 
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women. As a guide, try to remember that the hand (on both male and females) always falls 

mid-thigh on the body when the person/figure is standing. 

When drawing superwomen they are still eight-and-three-quarters heads tall, but they are 

often drawn on a smaller scale than 

men. Some artists draw women’s’ 

heads slightly smaller than a males 

and generally draw them on a smaller 

scale all over. Though their hips are 

usually drawn wider in relation to 

their shoulders than they would be 

on a male. While muscles can be 

emphasized on females as well as 

males, they aren’t usually drawn as 

prominently on females as they are 

on their male counterparts. (Though if 

you want to, go ahead!) Women are 

usually drawn with smoother edges 

compared to the more angular 

rendition of men.  

The main purpose of the illustration 

on the next page is to show the 

difference between the way they 

might draw a normal nice looking 

‘average Joe’ and a heroically 

proportioned superhero. What do you 

see are the differences? The 

superhero is larger with broader 

muscles, more muscular arms and legs, 

a heavier chest and an even more 

impressive stance. There’s nothing 

wrong with the average guy, but a 

superhero has to look more dramatic, more imposing than the average guy. Why? Perhaps the 

most important part to remember is to always slightly exaggerate the heroic qualities of your 

hero and attempt to ignore any negative undramatic qualities. Make the stance bigger, the 

muscles heavier, plant the feet farther apart, make the hands bigger and more powerful! 

Exaggerate! This can spell the difference between great artwork and everyday artwork.  

What about the villains, well, actually pretty much the exact same rules apply (when it comes to 

drawing them, at least!)  And when you know the rules well, well that’s when it’s fun to stretch 

them a bit.  
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Building Character--Let’s Draw! 
The first thing a fledging artist needs? Paper? Nope. A pencil? Close, but actually, no. The first thing a 

fledgling artist needs is self-confidence. And here’s the way to get it. Anyone can draw a stick figure. 

Anyone. They’re simple, they’re fun, and most important of all, they’re the easiest possible way to get 

the action and the position you want for your character.  

Don’t try to do a complete drawing all at once. Spend all the time 

you can doodling stick figures. Stay with them until they 

become second nature to you (hours, days, 

weeks even)—until you can create 

virtually any pose you can 

think of.  

Then, as you get better and 

they come easier, you can 

start fleshing them out.’ 
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How to Draw a Superhero: for 
Junior Heroes! 
Video Resource:  How to Draw a Cartoon 

Superhero Learn how to draw a cartoon 

superhero from our friends over at 

Cartooning 4 Kids! 

A great book and resource for younger kids, and those wanting to 

draw superheroes in general is, The Super Book for Superheroes. It 

lets creative kids (or kids at heart) get ideas on how create their 

own superheroes, supervillains, sidekicks, secret hideouts, 

robots, mad 

scientists and swamp 

creatures without being a bit too 

technical and dry or worrying about 

anatomy overly much.  

When drawing your character(s), it's up 

to you to decide if you want a more 

realistic superhero (4) (5) or some 

cartoon heroes (6) (1) with a funny look.  

 

 

 

 

And the following is a tutorial from How 

to Draw Comics online.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N63NSfdjqwE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N63NSfdjqwE
http://www.how-to-draw-cartoons-online.com/cartoon-superheroes.html
http://www.how-to-draw-cartoons-online.com/cartoon-superheroes.html
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First, draw stick figures! 2nd, Give them faces! 

3rd, they need heads! Add some details 
(faces, heads, glasses, masks, horns, 

hats, hair... etc.) 

Fourth, Time to Add their torsos 
& SYmbols 

How to Draw Super Superheroes! 
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Fifth, give them some arms! 
Sixth, add those hands!  

(practice gloves by making simple shapes on 
scrap paper) 

Sixth, Add a belt to show their 
waist 

seventh, Put on some pants! 
(there are two styles shown 

here—superman style & regular)  

Alright... after you've completed this phase of the lesson - keep going by 
drawing your character's legs, and finally --- the details! 
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And after this... the best part of the lesson begins! 

There are many different things you can do to really make your cartoon 

superheroes STAND OUT. A simple line or two here and there really does wonders.  

For ideas, have a look at the final image. Notice the patterns of simple lines on 

each of their costumes. Do this with your characters -- mix it up to see what 

kind of unique styles you can create on your own. 

And finally, aside from coloring your finished cartoon superheroes... sketch in 

any remaining details that tells the observer what it is that makes them so 

SUPER! 

As mentioned above, keep right on going until you've drawn the legs of 
each of your characters. Notice the difference in the boots shown in the 

examples below. 
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A guide to drawing heroes by Author Rebecca Elliot  

And for the tiniest Heroes 
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Drawing Tips: The Name of the Game is-Action! 
Sharpen your pencils! It’s time to draw!  Just being able to draw the figure is great, but it’s really only 

part of the job. When you’re drawing comicbook superhero sagas, you’ve got to be able to move it—to 

animate it—to put it a story in action! 

Using what we’ve learned in stick figure drawing, take a character running, walking, playing ball, or 

throwing a punch. Draw a series of stick figures, like in our example, and depict as many different stages 

of that action as possible. Get familiar with moving the body: work slowly from one position to another, 

like you’re making a flip book, but still all on the same page. Work slowly, loosely, casually, and use lots 

of scribbles lines, as many as you need. Don’t try to make a perfect finished drawing—just try to show 

and feel the action.  

 

Notice how the first drawing and the last drawing in this sequence seem to have the most action—the 

most impact. To tell a story in a comic book (which has limited space) the artist would use either the first 

or last pose, the most dramatic ones, rather than the tamer ones in between.  Action is always 

exaggerated and figures should seem in motion.  

Really, you only need three or four lines to show the action. The following two sketches show that. You 

can see how Johnny caught all the action he wanted in just the fewest of lines and then built up from 

there. Once you’ve got the swing of it, the feel of it, then build up from there.  
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Pay particular attention to the center line drawn through each of these figures from top to bottom. This 

line is always, always!, drawn first. It gives you the curve, or the swing, that you want your figure to 

have. Every post has a certain ‘rhythm’ to it. With the one simple line you can determine it and start 

building your figure around it.  

 

Now, let’s look at some figures in motion and have students figure out which ones they like, and which 

ones they don’t—and why. 
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It makes a difference even when figures are standing still! 
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